
Summer Scheduling FAQ’s
Please remember that we will be transitioning from our School Year Schedule

into our Summer Schedule at the end of June.

Here is some information if this is your first summer with CLASS Academics!

How long does the Summer 2021 Schedule last?
● Summer Scheduling officially begins 6/21 and ends 8/28.

Does my child need to commit to the entire summer?
For 1:1 instruction: No, you can indicate your start and end date when you sign-up.
For workshops: Please check policy for our workshops.

How does Summer Scheduling differ from School Year Scheduling?
● The Hours:  During the summer schedule, are open 9-6pm, Monday through Friday. We also have

limited spots available at 8am and 6pm too. There are also limited Saturday spots between the hours of
9am-2pm.

● Instruction Type: The instruction does not change. In the summer, CLASS continues to provide 1:1
lessons, but also offers workshops.

Our family will be going on vacation over the summer… How will this affect my scheduling at CLASS?
● For 1:1 Lessons - Please provide at least a two week notice to cancel your lesson(s) to avoid being

charged, having to schedule a make-up, or apply a freebie.
● For Workshops – Unfortunately, there isn’t a lot of flexibility when it comes to workshops because it is a

set time for a group of children. Therefore, if your child attends a workshop 1x a week, he/she may miss
one lesson during that particular section and a credit that can be used towards future lessons will be
issued. (Note: Credit is nontransferable between students.)

Can I sign my child up for 1:1 sessions and workshops?
Yes! We do not recommend that workshops take the place of remedial instruction, but they are a great way to
enhance their 1:1 learning and make the information more transferable.

Will CLASS be able to correspond with my child’s teacher (current or new) over the summer?
Your child’s current classroom teacher will most likely not be available over the summer months. It is
recommended that parents provide consent and the teacher’s contact information several weeks before your
child breaks for summer to give both parties enough time to correspond. We will not correspond with your
child’s new teacher for the next school year until your child actually begins instruction in their classroom, in the
fall.

Will my child have the same tutor in the summer?
We do our very best to accommodate your requests, however we can’t always guarantee that your child will
have the same tutor during the summer or even in the next school year. We can assure you that if there is a
change, we will work hard to make that transition as seamless as possible.


